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A bereaved father winds up fighting for survival in a horrific place full of cannibal cultists and demonic 
entities.

It’s late October of 1984, Thick fog encases the large mountainous town of Haven. THEO HUDSON is a 
father and seasoned war vet, whose ignorant to the rumored dangers on an old highway everyone is raving 
about. Ignoring the warning from his wife SOPHIE HUDSON, he travels on Revelation Highway to and 
from work. Theo could go another way but he’s addicted to his own sorrow, so he visits the memorial 
crosses where his two daughters were found dead in a suspected car crash. Little does he know, 
everything is going to take a turn for worse because of the members of the penance cult.

After Theo is fired from his job, he winds up in a car chase with a dangerous man that kidnapped his 
friend. The dangerous man is DAVID ROLDEN JR, who happens to be an evil possessed cult leader. The 
car chase ends up on a forbidden road named Salvation Way. Theo crashes his car to avoid hitting a 
homeless looking man stealing the memorial crosses. When Theo confronts the homeless man, an 
unexpected event happens and he is forced to seek help. Theo finds himself knocking at a mansion door 
that resides in an abandoned settlement at the end of Salvation way. 

Deadly encounters unfold and Theo quickly figures out that several people want to kill him. He fights for 
survival against demonic forces, captivity by a corrupt sheriff, packs of naked cannibal cultist, and near 
death experience with deformed creature. Sophie barely escapes the dangers on the old highway while she 
is looking for her husband. Theo is saved from a bloody shivering death by a mysterious mountain man. 
He’s able to regain strength, then is driven back into the fray where he faces David Rolden Jr and the 
deformed creature for round two. In the midst of the chaos, Theo’s speculations are confirmed when he 
finds out his two daughter’s were murdered by David Jr, in order to please the demonic god Osmodeus.  

Theo suffers a rough fall and once more his life is spared by a two lost national guard soldiers. Now he is 
stuck in a maze of muddy tunnels, caught between survival and revenge. They find an exit and Theo 
survives the horrific brutal encounters while the others aren’t so lucky.  Theo eventually finds himself 
trapped in a basement, beaten, bloodied, with nothing but a knife and few supplies. He accidentally ignites 
a fire, rushing him to find an escape and continue on his dark path of revenge. Theo rescues his kidnapped 
friend from captivity only to find out he is far from saving. 

Angry at the havoc, David Rolden Jr and the penance have wreaked on everyone. Theo attacks David and 
the cannibal cultists as they are finishing a ritual to bring their demon-god to life. Theo single handedly 
kills all the cultist and David Rolden Jr. It’s not over, the demon Osmodeus forms into an ugly monster 
from the bodies of all the corpses. Theo wins the fight for his life against the demon by stabbing and 
killing it with an obsidian knife that was used for the rituals. Theo seems to be infected and passes out. 
Later he walks down Salvation way, his eyes are jet black. The demon is still alive within Theo.




